Introduction

25
Localization of strain into discrete shear zones and fault networks is a characteris- is very small (≈10 Pa), such that when pushed the sand pack moves as a whole. A stationary back-wall holds back a part of the sand pack, which causes a shear zone to develop between the edges of the indenter and the back-wall. The parameters recorded are the force needed to push the indenter and its displacement. Additionally, a stereoscopic camera system (not shown) mounted above the set-up monitors the surface deformation of the sand pack. B: Experimental set-up for ring-shear tests (RST). The sample is sifted into the shear cell, which is then covered with the lid. A constant normal load is applied to the lid and the shear cell is rotated at a constant angular velocity, while the lid is kept stationary by tie rods. Radial vertical blades at the base of the lid (not shown) ensure mechanical coupling between lid and sample. The spacing l of these blades is varied between experiments. Sensors register the shear force F s , the normal load F n and the decompaction of the sample ∆h. Modified from Schulze [1994] .
Ring-Shear Tester
141
In order to extend the range of l towards lower values (≤ 100 mm) we carry out [1994]. The RST consists of an annular shear cell and a matching lid between which the 148 sample is contained. The shear cell is 40 mm high; it has an inner radius of 50 mm and an 149 outer radius of 100 mm. The lid is pressed onto the sample at a preset normal load, σ n .
150
The shear cell is then rotated (angular velocity ω = 0.39 rad s −1 , corresponding to an aver-151 age shearing velocity v = 0.5 mm s −1 ) while the lid is kept stationary by tie rods ( fig. 1) .
152
Thereby the sample is sheared. Sensors record the torque and the normal load applied to 153 the lid, as well as its vertical displacement due to volume changes of the sample.
154
The lid is equipped with small radial blades pointing vertically downwards from its 155 base to provide sufficient mechanical coupling with the sample. These blades are 5 mm 156 high and extend over the whole width of the ring. Upon rotating the shear cell, shear 157 zones will nucleate at the tip of each of these blades and propagate towards the respec-158 tive next one. The distance between two such blades is therefore the equivalent to the fault 159 system length l in the strike-slip set-up and the parameter we vary in this study. We define 160 the average circumferential distance between two blades as the distance along the imagi-161 nary circumferential line that separates the surface of the lid into two parts of equal area.
162
For the sake of simplicity we will call this the "blade distance" from here on. 
Kinematic and Mechanical Differences Between the Set-Ups
168
Deformation in the two experimental set-ups is different to some degree: In the 169 strike-slip box, normal load across the shear zone is due to lithostatic load, which in- At the same time, the slip rate is constant over the entire height of the sand pack. This is 173 exactly opposite in the RST, where a constant normal load of 500 Pa is applied on the en-174 tire fault surface by the lid, while the slip rate increases outwards by a factor of two, due 175 to constant angular velocity. Although deformation of sand follows a velocity-independent 176 rheology [Rosenau et al., 2017] , the velocity gradient causes a displacement gradient, 177 which leads to slightly diachronous material failure with a circular failure front moving 178 through the material from the periphery inwards. This is likely to flatten the force peak 179 (lowering and widening). However, this does not change the area below the force curve 180 and therefore does not bias the work inferred. to be equivalent to the onset of localization. As can be seen from the figure, this coincides Shear stress increases towards a maximum ("failure") and then decreases ("weakening") again towards a stable sliding stress. At the same time dilation takes place, which can be taken as a proxy for localization.
The work required for fault propagation (W prop ) is defined as the area under the hardening -weakening peak, as shown by the blue-shaded area, and normalized to fault height. W fric is the work for continued frictional sliding on the fault, which is the area under the shear stress curve that does not belong to W prop , as indicated by the grey shading. In the strike-slip set-up a total of nine experiments were carried out for different l.
214
Surface displacement fields derived from DIC are used to analyse the fault evolution in 
236
In this way the shear zones grow towards and around each other until they eventu-237 ally connect. When they finally do so, they connect not to the other fault's tip but some-238 where close to its starting point, such that there are two adjacent fault branches, both con-239 necting back-wall and indenter. In between the two branches, slight uplift (a few millime-240 ters) can be observed. Activity then usually ceases on the more curved branch such that 241 one main shear zone remains. It might straighten out slightly, but apart from that, defor-242 mation appears to have reached a steady state at this point.
243
To compare the evolution of experiments with different l, the cumulative displace- To quantify the extent of diffuse and localized deformation, we measure the de- -12-displacement along strike and y is in the direction perpendicular to it) and apply the algo- Both peak and stable sliding force increase with l, which can be explained by an increased shear zone area.
Reference measurements with a pre-cut sand pack were carried out for l = 200 mm and l = 400 mm. They do not exhibit any hardening -weakening behavior, but begin directly in the regime of stable sliding. The oscillatory pattern in these curves is probably due to the limited mechanical accuracy of the ball screws driving the deformation. The oscillation frequency corresponds to the angular frequency of the ball screws. In the strike-slip set-up the pushing force was measured in all nine experiments. The amount of displacement needed to achieve stable sliding increases with l, too, from 303 approximately 15 mm for l = 200 mm to 30 mm for l = 400 mm (cf. fig. 6 ).
304
In addition to the experiments with undisturbed sand packs, experiments with a pre-311 cut shear zone were carried out for l = 400 mm and l = 200 mm. As shown in fig. 7 , they 312 do not exhibit hardening -weakening, but, after an initial increase, directly start into the 313 regime of stable sliding that in the undisturbed experiments was attained after weakening. The force in these experiments shows a cyclic variation of maximally ±0.5 N which is 
319
In the RST five independent measurements were carried out for each blade configu-320 ration. The normal load was set to σ n = 500 Pa, which corresponds roughly to the average 321 overburden load in the center of a 5 cm thick layer of sand, as used in the strike-slip ex- To compare the weakening during fault formation for the different fault areas that 333 occur in the two set-ups, we define the relative weakening in terms of force, ∆F:
where F p and F s are the maximum of the stress curve ("peak") and the subsequent plateau 336 value ("stable"), respectively. ∆F will be between zero (no force drop, i. e. no peak) and 337 one (drop to zero after the maximum). It is shown in fig. 9 for all experiments of either fault systems. This is sketched in fig. 10 .
346
In the strike-slip experiments, on the other hand, two faults evolve in one fault sys- 
Interpretation at the Laboratory Scale
407
Our experiments show that in sand the work of fault propagation, W prop , increases
408
with fault length in a nonlinear way. In search for a law that describes both our data sub-409 sets, RST and strike-slip, with a common set of parameters, we find the closest fit with a 410 function of the form
412
Here, a and b are free parameters that we determine through least squares fitting. Doing 413 so for both subsets individually returns similar values for a and b, respectively (tab. 1).
414
A joint fit to the complete dataset ("combined" in tab. 1) yields the empirical relation for
415
W prop in sand under the given normal load conditions:
417 where l • is the unit length. This relation is also shown in fig. 11 . The numbers given in of experiments conducted, it is reasonable to assume that the total error might be larger.
422
Our data therefore do not exclude a simple quadratic dependency. Nonetheless, they are verifies the experimental approaches used in either study.
435
The good correlation between W prop and A diff that we observe in our data ( fig. 12 ), 
Analysis of Strain Distribution
507
We interpret the fault system evolving in our experiments as representing a transfer 508 fault system linking two segments of dip-slip faults, where the two displacement singular-509 ities (indenter and back-wall) correspond to the edges of the dip-slip faults. This termi-
510
nation by conversion into a dip-slip fault is one of three geometrically possible termina-
511
tions of a strike-slip fault [Ramsay, 1980; Mouslopoulou et al., 2007] . Natural examples include the Tjörnes Fracture zone in Iceland [Gudmundsson, 1995] for the segments to link directly tip to tip.
528
Furthermore, we observe a succession of short-lived shear zones that occur directly 529 at the edges of indenter and back-wall during the hardening regime. They appear at de- 
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In natural basin-scale fault systems, the formation of a through-going, localized fault and engineering of the experimental set-up which we gratefully acknowledge. Malte C.
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